Paper-pencil sketches are a valuable tool during different stages of experience design in human-computer interaction. This hands-on tutorial will demonstrate how to integrate sketching into researchers' and interaction designers' everyday practice -with a particular focus on the design of applications for interactive surfaces (e.g., phones, tablets, tabletops, interactive whiteboards). Participants will learn essential sketching strategies, apply these in practice during various hands-on exercises, and learn the various ways of using sketches as a tool when designing novel interactive systems.
OVERVIEW
When designing user experiences with interactive surfaces, hand drawn paper-pencil sketches are a valuable tool [1] for finding the right design; long before refining the work and getting the design right [2] . Sketches are lightweight and easy to create, and by varying the fidelity of sketches they can be an integral part during all stages of interaction design. This hands-on tutorial will demonstrate how to integrate sketching into researchers' and interaction designers' everyday practice -with a particular focus on the design of applications for interactive surfaces (e.g., phones, tablets, large interactive whiteboards). Participants will learn essential sketching strategies, apply these in practice during various hands-on exercises, and learn the various ways of using sketches as a powerful tool when designing novel interactive systems.
TUTORIAL STRUCTURE
The tutorial is divided into the following three units: I will begin with the motivation behind using sketching as a tool for designing user experiences. I will illustrate these points by telling eight short stories of how other researchers' and designers' use of sketches inspire my own work -including sketches drawn by inventors such as Alexander Bell or Thomas Edison. The sketching examples during this part of the talk will also illustrate the unique properties of sketches as introduced by Buxton [2] . Next, in the main part of the tutorial, I will guide participants through selected sketching techniques and strategies. These techniques are partially based on our "Sketching User Experiences Workbook" [4] , but also include many other techniques and examples not covered in the book. Live sketching demonstrations and step-by-step instructions will illustrate a basic toolset for getting started sketching your own ideas. Some of the demonstrated techniques include (see Figure 1 , and [4] ):
• Sketching vocabulary: learning to quickly draw objects, people, and their activities
• Sketch notes [5] : keeping visual notes of ideas, meetings, and other events
• 10 plus 10 design funnel: developing 10 different ideas and refinements of selected ideas
• Photo tracing: create collections of sketch outlines that form the basis of composed sketches
• Hybrid sketches: combining sketches with photos
• Storyboards [3] : creating visual illustrations of an interaction sequence, and telling a story about use and context over time
• Sketch boards: sharing and discussing sketches with others; running critiques
With a series of hands-on exercises during the tutorial and different provided templates, the participants of the tutorial can directly apply the learned techniques in practice (see examples in Figure 2) . A focus throughout these examples will be the sketching of novel interactive surface applications.
Finally, during the third part of the tutorial, I will demonstrate how I used sketches in six recent projects of designing novel user experiences for interactive surfaces (e.g., tabletops, wall displays, tablets, phones). These examples highlight how to apply the learned sketching techniques during all stages of the design process. I end the tutorial with an overview of additional resources and books about sketching techniques, and software and hardware for digital sketching. 
